Long, long ago, the two children of a woodcutter, Hansel and Gretel, were lost in a forest.

The children wandered around and found a strange house made of chocolates, candies, bread and cake in the middle of the forest. The hungry children grabbed a piece of house and started eating. Suddenly, an old witch appeared and caught the children.
She locked Hansel in a cage and made Gretel do all the housework.

One day, the witch told Gretel to heat the oven. When the oven was hot, Gretel asked the witch to check the temperature. Just as the witch bent over the oven, Gretel pushed her into the oven.

Then, she rescued Hansel out of the cage and hugged him.

Before Leaving, they took the witch's treasure and a basket full of food. Finally, the children found their way back to the house and their father.